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Description 

We are surveying for Black Rails and Yellow Rails during the winter (November-February) in 

high marsh habitats across the 5 US Gulf of Mexico states to better understand how prescribed 

fire in those wetlands impacts these birds. These surveys will be done with draglines, at night. 

Dragline surveys can be completed without captures, but regardless or whether or not captures 

are occuring, anytime a dragline survey is done someone who is named on the take permit must 

be present supervising the survey. 

Critical Definitions: 

● Site - the broad descriptor of an officially designated area, such as a National Wildlife

Refuge, State Wildlife Management Area, conservation area, or research reserve where

sampling is taking place

● Experimental Unit - the local area of interest within a site where a specific management

treatment is applied management

● Route - a collection, often a linear string, of nearby sampling plots/points that can be

sampled in consecutive order in a given sampling period (i.e., a morning or evening

sampling period)

● Vegetation Plot - plots centered on random points, or points where black rails have been

detected

● Point Count Point - the geographic point, including an exact latitude-longitude, where a

breeding Black Rail call-broadcast point count, and/or a Mottled Duck point count is

conducted

● Surveyor - the person(s) conducting and recording data associated with the breeding

Black Rail and/or Mottled Duck point count surveys

● Dragline Plot - A 170x170m plot (or area of different dimensions by 28900 m 2 if habitat

does not allow a 170x170 plot). This plot will allow for parallel passes of the 15 m wide

dragline with ~ 2 meter space between passes, to be completed in a 3 hour period

Safety 

NOAAFirebird Project Priorities 

1 - Human Safety, 2 - Bird Safety, 3 - Equipment Safety, 4 - Data Collection. 

Human Safety - Each person will have a headlamp, and waterproof boots and be dressed for 

the weather. One member of the group will carry a first aid kit during the survey. Everyone 

needs to carry drinking water with them, and at least one cell phone should be carried for 

emergencies. Surveys will be limited to 3 hours per night, to help limit fatigue and ensure safe 

decision making for the people and the birds. Breaks should be taken every 45 minutes or so to 

check in on group members. In areas where rattlesnakes may be encountered, snake chaps 
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should be worn (Turtleskin brand are effective and a bit lighter than other brands). If at any time 

a person doing field work feels unsafe continuing, they get to say so, and field work stops, be 

that person a volunteer, a field tech, or a PI. No one will be punished for making the safe choice. 

Bird Safety 

● We will follow the instructions from here for how to capture individuals:

https://www.fws.gov/southeast/pdf/guidelines/banding-conditions-for-eastern-black-rail.p

df

● We are making our draglines with plastic bottles, with rounded edges, with weights

inside, to help reduce potential risk to birds.

● Not all states will likely capture Yellow Rails, that decision will be made by the state lead,

but those which do should collect samples (feathers, fecal, photos) in the same way they

are done for Black rails

● Black Rails will ONLY be captured by TRAINED project staff who are named on the take

permit. Volunteers are allowed to assist in the pulling of the dragline. With training and

specific permission from the master bander a volunteer may be allowed to capture

Yellow Rails.

● Banding equipment should be carried into the field, so the bird can be banded near its

capture location.

● When approaching an area where a bird is located, NEVER run. Feet should be shuffled,

to reduce risk of stepping on the bird. Never attempt to capture a bird that is flying, as

this will likely result in mortalities or injuries to the bird.

● The large dip-net should be carefully placed over the bird when visible, and not thrown

down over or near the bird. The net should not be used to probe vegetation or drive out

birds who are hidden.

● Birds will be held post capture, pre-banding in paper lunch bags. Bags will not be

reused.

● Do not handle birds if you have a non-natural insect repellent on your hands (i.e., ones

containing DEET)

● Processing time (bird actually being handled; i.e., not in the bag but being held in the

hand) should be < 5 minutes, including the time it takes for taking pictures

● The vast majority of the time the entire team will stop draglinning to process a captured

bird. Only in instances where there are two named people on the take permit present,

can those not involved in the banding continue the dragline survey while the bird is

processed.

● Holding time in a bird bag should be < 60 minutes

● Hand warmer can be stored inside holding bag to help keep bird warm if necessary

● ALL bird bags containing a bird will ALWAYS be held by a person from the dragline team

that remains stationary next to the bander and NEVER be laid on the ground, banding

box, portable chairs, table, etc.

http://www.fws.gov/southeast/pdf/guidelines/banding-conditions-for-eastern-black-rail.p
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● See project photograph rules for specific details on bird and field work photography

● If at any time during the holding or handling period the bird exhibits ANY sign of

STRESS (e.g., puffing of body feathers, head drooping, panting, or lethargy) the bird

should be released IMMEDIATELY.

Equipment 

DRAGLINE 

- Parachute cord, with 8 plastic bottles evenly spaced along the 15 meter length.

- 4 bottles will contain bells and 4 will contain cat toys; 10 bells/toys in each bottle

- Each end of the dragline will have a 10-12cm pvc handle for pulling dragline

HEADLAMPS 

- Headlamps must have a MINIMUM power of 210 lumens and a MINIMUM life of

6 hours of burn time

GPS 

- A handheld GPS unit that can collect a track, and updates that track at least

every 10 seconds.

HAND-HELD SPOTLIGHTS 

- Should be hand-held

- Each dragline survey team should have > 4 hand-helds spotlights.

- Spotlights must have a MINIMUM power of 1000 lumens and a MINIMUM life of

6-8 hours

- At the user's discretion, a lanyard or other cord can be attached to the spotlight to

help keep the spotlight from falling into standing water during use.

FOR CAPTURES 

Scale - electronic balance with 0.1-g precision, NOT a Pesola or similar 

handheld scale 

Bands 

Banding Pliers 

Band Removal Pliers 

Bird Bags for Holding Birds 

Measuring devices for body measurements 

Camera for photos 

Nets - recommend a 20 inch rim, with a fin (<½ inch) mesh, and a bag at least 18 

inches deep. A non-collapsible net if possible will hold up better over time. 

Coin envelopes for feather storage. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ecErrwYvvrusYKIhYnfFxnZIkYw-BHh0oS4IdeZQQAo/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07DHRL3K7/ref%3Dppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o03_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
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FOR FECAL COLLECTION 

Microcentrifuge tube 

Sterile swabs 

70% ethanol solution 

Survey Conditions 

Surveys will not be conducted when the wind is above 20 km/hr, or when temperatures are 

below 40F, or when it is raining more than a mist. 

Dragline surveys begin 30 minutes after sunset, and surveys will be limited to 3 hours per night, 

to help limit fatigue and ensure safe decision making for the people and the birds. 

Procedures 

Pre-Survey Tasks 

Assemble Team - No more than 8 people participate in a dragline, and at least 4 people 

are required. With four people behind the line,and the others if present on the sides. 

Capture materials should always be carried by a member of the team, in case Black 

Rails are encountered. 

Batteries charged - Headlamps, Spotlights 

Site Boundary Loaded - The outline of the 170x170m plot should be delineated ahead of 

time in GIS or GPS software and made visible on the gps unit, so the survey coordinator can 

ensure that the group stays within the correct area. 

FOR CAPTURES - Bird Bags cleaned, batteries for scale 

Survey Tasks 

Turn on GPS Track 

The track of the dragline will be maintained and recorded using a handheld GPS. With the survey 

coordinator, devoting their attention to the GPS and ensuring that the line does not wander. 

Often it is most helpful to have this person be one of the two people pulling the rope, so they can 

take a more active role in redirecting the line as needed. For each survey, the survey coordinator 

will use the GPS tracking feature to record the exact path of the survey within each survey plot. 

Be sure to name each dragline plot using the following convention: XX(state)-XXXX(site)-

XXXX(route)-DRAG(survey type)-###(number). (e.g., MS-HANC-BACA-VEGE-001; HANC = 

Hancock Co. Marsh Coastal Preserve; BACA = Bayou Caddy area; DRAG = dragline survey; 

001 = survey plot number 1).
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The dragline will be pulled in a serpentine pattern across the survey area (Figure A). 

Universe of 2.89-ha plot dimensions, assuming a 15-m rope, and 2-m gap between transects 

Width (m) Length (m) N Passes 

17 1700 1 

34 850 2 

51 567 3 

68 425 4 

85 340 5 

102 283 6 

119 243 7 

136 213 8 

153 189 9 

170 170 10 

Dragline surveys should be done at walking speed, such that each member is able to walk 

easily at that pace for a long period, and no one is out of breath (<1 mile/hour). 
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The observers on each end of the line drag it slowly through the area of interest, while shifting it 

back and forth horizontally. 

Crews should consist of no less than 4 people evenly spaced along the line. Observers at the 

ends of the line should look ahead and to their side, looking closely for rails, while dragging the 

line and maintaining a slight “u” formation. Additional observers may walk approximately 2 

meters behind the line, and should be watching the area immediately around the line and in the 

body of the “u” behind those dragging the line for moving rails. This lessens the likelihood of 

overlooked birds but also decreases the chance that an observer will collide with or trample a 

bird. 

The bottle line technique functions by disturbing black rails, causing them to move through the 

vegetation that provides them with overhead cover. They may not emerge for capture, so 

observers must learn to spot movements of vegetation indicating the presence of a moving 

black rail. Black rails may sometimes resemble mice with their movements, as they may “wiggle” 

through the vegetation. In addition, observers should learn to identify the bird in flight because 

they can flush from the vegetation and make brief flights before resuming cover. Often the rail 

will emerge from vegetation and move across it, and this is the time when observers may 

capture the bird using a capture net (see Figure 1 below). It is important to recognize that not all 

rails will emerge from vegetation and that banding crews may not be able to spot a bird for safe 

capture though they can see it moving in the vegetation. In this event, they will have to refrain 

from capture attempts. Attempting to confine and capture a rail that is not completely visible 

may result in mortality or injury to the bird. Do NOT use the capture net to probe the vegetation, 

as any disturbance to birds that are not visible may also result in mortality or injury to the bird. 

FOR CAPTURES 
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When a Black or Yellow Rail is flushed, a predetermined person stays with the dragline, and 

records the time the line stopped and started, to aid in clipping out the transect coverage area 

from the GPS track after the fact. A GPS point will be recorded at the location the bird was first 

observed. When a bird is captured, it will be taken 20 feet behind the dragline to reduce further 

disturbance to the bird. If multiple birds are captured at the same time, the people holding birds 

in bags should remain stationary, by the bander so that the next bird is always available for 

processing and that no bird injuries result from accidental falls by the people holding bags. By 

remaining stationary during bird banding, team members will also limit habitat impacts to the 

banding site. After the banding process is completed, stow all banding supplies and have all 

people assisting the bander return to the dragline. Prior to releasing the bird, it is the banders 

responsibility to insure that the route to be followed on the dragline will NOT pass over the 

release site. Once this is confirmed the bander can release the bird at the banding location (i.e., 

20 ft behind the dragline). 

The GPS Point will be named to collect the associated data about the point. 

`AAAY001` 

AAA = three letter plot ID 

Y = Y or B, depending on bird species 

001 = three digit number of birds captured that night. 

Post-Survey Tasks 

Daily (the day after survey) 

Download tracks from GPS 

Label tracks according to naming scheme, clip for start/end time 

Enter data on track length, time surveyed, etc, 

Download Points 

Run R script on points file to extract data from point names. 

Add site name to the point file. 

Download Photos 

Label photos using this naming convention 

‘1111-11111_YYYY_MM_DD_type’ 

Where 1111-11111 is the band number 

YYYY is the four digit year 

MM is the month 

DD is the date 

Type is the photo type (headside, bodyside, bodyback, bodyfront, wing) 

After completing all surveys for the day, use the site (https://www.wunderground.com/history) 
to record the barometric pressure in the region when you performed the survey. Enter the 
nearest local town/city to where you were conducting surveys and the date of the survey and 
click "View". Near the bottom of the page is a table with hourly summaries of all sorts of data, 
including the barometric pressure so you can assess the trend and record the pressure 
nearest the start of the survey. Please convert from inHg to mmHg.

For those who don’t have internet access, excel sheets will be provided by Peter Kappes with rule sets built in to aid in data entry. For those who do have internet 

access, instructions will be provided by Peter Kappes on how to enter data into the 

database. 
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For those who don’t have internet access, excel sheets will be provided by Peter Kappes
with rule sets built in to aid in data entry. For those who do have internet access,
instructions will be provided by Peter Kappes on how to enter data into the database.

Once data are entered, spreadsheets should be sent to Peter Kappes along with scans of all 

datasheets, the gps track files, and the photos. 

Send banding data to the master permit holder so that it can be submitted to BBL 

(contact master permit holder for your state for details) 
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Measurement Descriptions 
 

 

FOR CAPTURES 

Species 

 
Weight - Birds should be weighed to 0.1g with some sort of electronic balance, NOT a Pesola or 

similar handheld scale. Birds can be placed on the scale in the bag, and the bag weighed after 

release to determine the bird’s weight. 

 
Unflattened wing cord (to +/- 0.5 mm) - Best to have a thin ruler with a perpendicular stop at 

zero. The ruler should be inserted under the wing, and the bend of the wing should be pressed 

snugly against the stop. Do not apply any more pressure than needed to secure the bend, you 

should not be depressing the wing. Once the wing is in place, make sure that the line between 

the carpal joint and the tip of the longest primary lies 

parallel to the edge of the ruler. Align the ruler so it 

touches the longest primary, and read the measurement 

(modified from Pyle Vol 1). 

 
Tarsus (to +/- 0.5 mm) This measurement will be taken 

with calipers. It is the length between the intertarsal joint 

and the distal end of the last leg scale before the toes 

emerge. 

 
Sex  

 

 
Female (left) - more white on throat 

Male (right) - little to no white on throat 
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Age 

Rallids follow either a Complex Basic or Complex 

Alternate Strategy 

All have a preformative molt 

Some have a prealternate molt 

The preformative molt is partial or incomplete 

Usually molt limits among the alulas 

Usually molt limits between greater and 

primary coverts 

Sometimes molt limits among the greater 

coverts 

Molt limits in tertials hard to see 

Juvenile inner secondaries (e.g., s5) often 

more pointed than in adults 
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Fallacies in Pyle (2008) for Yellow & Black Rails 

• The amount of white in the secondaries is not an aging criterion for YERA 

• The extent of the preformative molt is not as limited as depicted 

• YERA do their fall molt on the breeding and non-breeding grounds 

• P10 spotting in Black Rails is a useful, but not reliable criterion 

 
Photos 

● First photo taken should be of something containing the bird's band number and date. 

● Head shot from the side 
 

● Full body shot from the side 

● Full body shot from the back, including tail 

● Full body shot from the front, including throat, breast, and as much of belly as possible 
 

● Fully extended wing - be sure wing is spread such that one can clearly see all four alula 

feathers, greater coverts are visible; STRONGLY suggested wing photos be taken using 

a flash (cover birds eyes) 

 

● Last photo taken should be of something containing the bird's band number and date. 
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Feather collection details - 

Feathers should only be collected by those who have received appropriate training, as 

determined by the master permit holders. 

 
For each rail, the first secondary feather should be gently pulled from a secured wing, and then 

secured in a coin envelope. The coin envelope should have the bird’s band number, the date, 

and the GPS coordinate name of the capture location. 

 
Fecal Collection details - 

Fecal samples will be collected from each rail captured. 

 
Fecal sample collection will use the protocol described by Knutie and Gotanda (2018; Figure 5), 

without the protective grate. Place the modified weigh boat at the bottom of the bird bag. After 

birds have been captured in the field, place them in the paper bag for 3-5 minutes, which is how 

long it takes most birds to defecate after being captured. If handling time would exceed 20 

minutes overall the time in the paper bag waiting for defecation will be skipped, as bird time 

from capture to release must be <20 minutes. 

 
After removing the bird from the bag, carefully remove the weight boat. Bend the weight 

boat into a funnel shape and place the narrow end a microcentrifuge tube. Use the sterile swabs 

to move the feces into the tube, and then remove the end of the swab and place that into the 

tube, as well. Cover the fecal sample and swab in 70% ethanol solution and label the tube with 

the band number of the bird that left the sample. Place the labeled tube in a labeled coin 

envelope. 

 
A new weigh boat should be used for each sample. 
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Figure 5. This figure shows materials used to collect fecal samples. 

 

 
Store all samples in a safe place (ideally refridgerated or frozen) and once the collection 

season is completed send all samples to 

 
Dr. Chris Butler 

Dept. of Biology 

Box 89 

University of Central Oklahoma 

100 N University Drive 

Edmond, OK 73034 
 
 
 
 
 

If this protocol needs to be updated, contact Auriel (auriel@illinois.edu; 419.307.6261) 

mailto:auriel@illinois.edu

